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Bigben Interactive
Release Date: 7 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7 64bits

Processor: Intel® Core i3 / AMD Phenom™ II X2

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 650 / AMD Radeon™ HD 7750

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 20 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Soundcard

English,French,Italian,German
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Awesome point and click game. Makes you write things down, look everywhere, and revisit same rooms many times, but it's a
good challenge. Definitely worth it. Looking forward to playing part two.. Usually I dont really care about other users reviews,
and tend to give a game a fair shot, but I wish I'd've made an exception for this 'game':

EXTREMELY short; done within 13 minutes, and not even trying to rush it, for 1,99?! Felt like a rip off.

The 13 minutes itself felt like what I suppose a lsd trip must be like, and made me feel nautious.

The story itself: Well, I pretty much saw it coming after 2 questions, but I guess it might've been worthy of the name 'game' if
it'd take a LOT longer to finish.

Definately not worth your 1,99. the wicked sick retropunk rixel anime bone-em-up ���������� B.E.N.B.O QUEST ���������� ����������
is the dark souls of video game. Asynchronous gameplay scratches an itch I didn't know I had. It's fun to work together and yell
at each other and try to serve everybody in time. The levels progressed well and the last 10 get pretty challenging. It's absolutely
just as fantastic as I once found it to be as a youngster in the '90s. As far as stories go, it's a bit on the weak/cliche side but the
style of storytelling was so neat, how sudden events in missions shaped what happened narratively (at least it seemed to). If there
were any game to reboot as a franchise with modern mechanics and graphics, this one is the one. It even features a build-your
own battle scenario mode and some limited multiplayer functionality, but it's clear the entire thing was so ahead of its time with
great design philosophies other games would _slightly_ improve upon and then use as a singular selling point.

RIP, Terra Nova... until the day some cash-hungry necromancer comes along and brings you back from your ancient tomb.
Hopfully they bring a nice budget, cuz it might be awesome...
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The game in itself doesn't have a lot, but I don't care. I really do appreciate that they got together and did this. I don't even have
this many friends that likes memes. It's sometimes a bit hard to hear what they're saying because of an accent I don't know what
is. I love the script and the whole multible choice thing and how most of the options are (obviously) dabs. The storyline is great
and my favourite character are is either haterboy or the main "villain". Even though I got roughly got 17 minuttes out of this I
would still recommend this due to it's cheap price and the stupid fun. (Hopefully) Enjoy!. worst game ever .. Poorly done
tutorial, poorly mapped controls.
'nuff said.. Alright. I've played for.. A couple hours now apparently. The game is poor in my opinion, sadly as I wanted to give it
a fair go. The puzzles are obscure, with no real hints as to where you are supposed to look for information, I solved the second
one completely on accident, the third I literally started spam clicking after wasting half of my battery, and the fourth one took
most of an hour wandering around to get.
The puzzles require somewhat random trivia know, and only for the first do you get any aid as to the solution.
Language wise, it is clear that the developer doesn't speak English primarily, but also clear that they didn't have the help of an
English speaker to translate, but instead seemed to rely on dictionary translations.
The enemy I encountered in my time playing was also very poor. There is a somewhat jarring cut scene, which leads to you
being attacked by a random guy for no discernable reason. However, it is -very- easy to hang the AI up on pathing issues, and I
eventually got fed up with trying to solve the puzzle with him chasing me so I stuck him on the swings in the playground and left
him to rot.
The game has promise, but it definitely needs help and polish.. I recommend this because it actually has potential and is already
a multi-player game. As with any machine, if you don't have the best equipment (i should know) you won't get the best results.

Visuals are stunning, and the toons aren't too bad either. Some objects tend to go in unexpected directions, but that's to be
expected in any game we play. (i should know)

I'm picky about what game I play. This is a good choice for a less complicated gameplay, but still worth my time.

Update 03\/20\/16 Seems the gameplay locks up my machine after I get kilt or time up. To a point where I have to task manager
out of the game and restart the puter. I still give a thumbs-up, realizing this game is still early release etc and will have issues.

Up til recently, I was able to play to the end of game, then start another game, repeat. NOW, I can only play it ONE time, then
once game is over, it renders my puter useless and just stays in the "end game" loop. Not even ctrl alt del works on this.
Что ж это продолжение игры нашей любимой всей новеллой "Бесконечное Лето".События этой игре происходят зимой,в
квартире Лены.В новом году.(Чтож а я вроде всё написал об этой игре.)
Стоит ли проходить?-Да,пожалуй стоит,НО если ты ещё не прошёл бл,то лучше не стоит.. Would-a. Could-a. Should-a.
This game is awesome except for it was left on a fire station doorstep. AVOID.. This game is a number runner. You watch
numbers and bars tick up and down. The graphics are glorified combo boxes to be selected once per game and then forgotten.
You fast forward to the the important parts, pause, and then fast forward again. Right now, bars and numbers without a lot of
levers and buttons.

I'm into these games, love them. However, it's not for everyone. Also, it's early access with a lot of easily programmable room to
grow.

What would make it better?

Interactive rooms. Ones that you could do upgrades to or assign idle members to. Something with the room other than making it
a combo box to be selected. You can't even change \/ upgrade the room, so fire and forget.

Items: Items are very hit or miss. There is no negative reason to use an item other than it doesn't give you the right stats. You
normally end up spamming a single item for everyone with few exceptions. On that subject, low-tier items are a complete waste
of cash. Finally, every unit can use every item.

Characters: Characters don't seem to have an individuality. Like I said, numbers and bars. They don't die. They can't die. You
don't have any personal connection with them. Engineer Eddie #1 is almost identical to Engineer Eddie #2. Don't wanna hire a
dude now? He'll come back later. No levels, no stat change, no death, no change. I would like to see the flat characters become
round.
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Ultimately, this game is in need of more levers and buttons, which are easy to add. Either that or change the name to Stat
Commander.. At just 60p per car this is an absolute steal.
Only tried the Audi R8 LMS GT3 as of yet and that's fantastic.
People moaning about buying the dlc at this price amaze me.
A certain simulator, that I'm a member of but no longer use, charge over twice this price for a single car!

Well done Kunos :)
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